New Families of Skewed Higher-Order Kernel Estimators to Solve the BSS/ICA Problem for Multimodal Sources Mixtures.
This letter suggests two new types of asymmetrical higher-order kernels (HOK) that are generated using the orthogonal polynomials Laguerre (positive or right skew) and Bessel (negative or left skew). These skewed HOK are implemented in the blind source separation/independent component analysis (BSS/ICA) algorithm. The tests for these proposed HOK are accomplished using three scenarios to simulate a real environment using actual sound sources, an environment of mixtures of multimodal fast-changing probability density function (pdf) sources that represent a challenge to the symmetrical HOK, and an environment of an adverse case (near gaussian). The separation is performed by minimizing the mutual information (MI) among the mixed sources. The performance of the skewed kernels is compared to the performance of the standard kernels such as Epanechnikov, bisquare, trisquare, and gaussian and the performance of the symmetrical HOK generated using the polynomials Chebyshev1, Chebyshev2, Gegenbauer, Jacobi, and Legendre to the tenth order. The gaussian HOK are generated using the Hermite polynomial and the Wand and Schucany procedure. The comparison among the 96 kernels is based on the average intersymbol interference ratio (AISIR) and the time needed to complete the separation. In terms of AISIR, the skewed kernels' performance is better than that of the standard kernels and rivals most of the symmetrical kernels' performance. The importance of these new skewed HOK is manifested in the environment of the multimodal pdf mixtures. In such an environment, the skewed HOK come in first place compared with the symmetrical HOK. These new families can substitute for symmetrical HOKs in such applications.